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Guinness World Records 
2016: Blockbusters!
Your go-to source for all the records 
behind the year’s smash hits!
#361790                                            
      $1499Favorite Authors 

& Hot Topics

Two Summers 
A summer romance at home? Or a 
life-changing summer in France? 
One phone call will decide.
#362685                                    

                   $799

Teen Reads

A Little in Love
What is the price of true 

friendship? Find out in 
this heartwrenching 

love story that will 
never grow old.

#361579    LEX: HL530L 
$899

Teen Reads

Exclusive 
Paperback

Sit, Stay, Love
Girl meets dog.  Girl meets 
boy.  Much drama ensues.  
#358077    LEX:  720L                    
                   $699Teen Reads

The Possibility of Now
After her major meltdown in class goes viral on 
YouTube, Mara decides to reconsider her future.
#360440 

        $799

Teen Reads

Exclusive 
Paperback

Unfriended
Snubs, mean streaks, jealousy, 
and backstabbing (also known 
as just another day at school).
#361039    LEX: 670L              
                               $899Young Adult

The Secret Language of Sisters
A text message causes a horrible 
accident that leaves Roo trapped 
inside her own body, screaming 
to be heard.
#361260 

          $899

Teen Reads

Exclusive 
Paperback

Poster designs may vary by Fair.

each

Only at
Scholastic

Guinness World Records 
2016: Gamer’s Edition
This best-selling video 
game annual is bursting 
with mind-blowing records 
and tantalizing trivia.
#361770    LEX: 1290L    
             $1499Favorite

Authors & 
Hot Topics

Descendants 
(Assorted Titles)
Watch out Auradon, here come 
the Descendants!       $699 

& Up

Derek Fridolfs Dustin Nguyen

SECRET HERO SOCIETY

DC Comics Secret Hero Society #1: 
Study Hall of Justice
New school, fighting super-villains, 
forming a super hero trio! A lot is 
happening at Ducard Academy.
#356319

                      $699Exclusive 
Paperback

Favorite Authors 
& Hot Topics

Roller Girl
How to survive middle school …  
on wheels! A heartwarming  
graphic novel about friendship 
in tough times.
#362131    LEX: GN440L

          $999Special Price
For fans of 
Smile and 

Sisters Teen Reads

$4.75 each
POSTERSPOSTERS

Ellie’s Story: 
A Dog’s Purpose Novel
Ellie needs to find a way to 
save the people she loves 
best.
#362558    LEX: 620L 

                         $599Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

© 2016 Scholastic Inc. 12709 Printed in the U.S.A. BF#361975 JC#648772

Exclusive 
Paperback

The Last Kids on Earth 
The Simpsons™ meets The Walking 
Dead in this hilarious post-
apocalyptic illustrated novel. 
#362911

                                 $899

Favorite Authors 
& Series

Exclusive Value- 
Priced Hardcover

BATMAN, SUPERMAN, WONDER WOMAN and all related characters 
and elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics. (s16)

Summer fun begins on May 9!
Go to scholastic.com/summer to join! 

Help break a world record.
Log your reading minutes online!

Play games. Earn rewards.
Be a reading superhero!

Help break a world record.
Log your reading minutes online!

Play games. Earn rewards.
Be a reading superhero!

780545 5180799

51799E
A
N

ISBN 978-0-545-51807-9

O N E  S U M M E R  in the French  
countryside, among sun-kissed fields of  
lavender . . . 

ANOTHER  SUMMER  in upstate  
New York, along familiar roads that lead 
to surprises . . . 

When Summer Everett makes a split-second 
decision, her summer divides into two  
parallel worlds. In one, she travels to France, 
where she’s dreamed of going: a land of  
cafés, handsome boys, and art museums. In 
the other, she remains home, in her ordinary 
suburb, where she expects her ordinary life 
to continue—but nothing is as it seems.

IN bOTH SUMMERS , she will 
fall in love and discover new sides of herself. 
What may break her, though, is a terrible  
family secret—one she can’t hide from  
anywhere. In the end, it might just be the 
truth she needs the most.

From New York Times bestselling author 
Aimee Friedman comes an irresistible,  
inventive novel that takes readers around 
the world and back again, and asks us  
what matters more: the journey or the  
destination.

$17.99 US / $22.99 CAN

New York Times  Bes t sell ing Author
A i m e e  F r i e d m A n

FriedmAn

Point

Point

Aimee FriedmAn  is the New 
York Times bestselling author of Sea Change 
and many other novels for young adults. 
She has also written middle-grade novels  
under the name Ruth Ames. She graduated 
Phi Beta Kappa from Vassar College, and 
has been a children’s book editor ever since. 
Aimee lives, works, and writes in New York  
City, where she spends most of the year 
wishing it were summer. Visit her website at 
www.aimeefriedmanbooks.com and follow 
her on Instagram at @aimeefriedmanbooks.

www.thisisteen.com

Jacket photography and author photo 
© 2016 by Michael Frost

Jacket design by Ellen Duda

557 Broadway, New York, NY 10012
Printed in the U.S.A.

“A lovely and whip-smart meditation on love and chance and how 
every choice we make can create a new world of possibility.” 

—Nicola Yoon, bestselling author of Everything, Everything
“romantic and full of charm, taking readers on a journey that 

explores that all-important question: what if?” 
—Jennifer E. Smith, author of The Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight
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Vespa: Courtesy of the author.
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DIARY OF A WIMPY KID®, WIMPY KID™, and the Greg  
Heffley design™ are trademarks of Wimpy Kid, Inc.  
All rights reserved.

“Mary Knight is masterful as she weaves a moving and important story  
with gentle humor and huge consequences.” 

—Susan Campbell Bartoletti, Newbery Honor author of Hitler Youth

Saving Wonder
Curley and Jules must fight 
to save the mountain they 
call home. 
#358670    LEX: 870L 

                         $699Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

Heart of a Dolphin
Annie is in danger! Can her 
dolphin friend help her 
when she needs it most?
#361365    LEX: 800L    
                   $599

Teen Reads

Choosing Courage: 
Inspiring True Stories 
of What It Means to 
Be a Hero
What turns an ordinary 
person into a hero? 
True courage is easy, 
yet very hard!
#363211    LEX: 1150L                

$895

No Summit Out of Sight
By the age of 15, Jordan Romero had 
climbed the tallest mountain on each 
of the seven continents.
#362589    LEX: 850L
                   $799Special Price

Cuckoo Song
Triss is not what she seems. 
Actually, she is … which 
makes it even creepier.
#362728    LEX: 860L 

                         $799Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

The Murk
Botanical terror in the 
swamps with a side order 
of vicious predators!
#363599 

                         $599Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

Serafina and the Black Cloak
A mysterious man in a black 
cloak haunting the estate’s 
corridors. Children disappearing. 
Serafina must face the enemy to 
unlock her past.
#363116    LEX: 850L

                         $699Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

The Haunting of 
Sunshine Girl
When the hauntings 
become dangerous, 
Sunshine must save her 
mother from a deadly fate!
#360767    LEX: 790L 
                         $799Special Price

Favorite Authors 
& Series

Teen Reads Red Queen
Red bloods serve the superhuman 
Silvers. Someone with mixed blood 
is a danger to all.
#360266    LEX: HL740L

                         $899

For fans of 
The Hunger 

Games!

Exclusive 
Paperback

Ferals
A sinister threat. A city in 
danger. A boy with the power 
to command crows.
#359566    LEX: 670L                                     
                   $699                                    

Kalahari
A silver lion, a deadly virus, 
and an unforgiving desert … 
the perfect formula for terror!
#362593    LEX: HL790L 
                         $799Special Price

Teen Reads

Teen Reads

The Key to Extraordinary
Emma must do whatever 
it takes to fulfill her 
extraordinary destiny.   
#361358    LEX: 670L 

                         $699Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

Teen Reads

Young Adult

Magisterium #2: 
The Copper Gauntlet
Callum’s dad may be out to 
destroy him in this riveting 
sequel to The Iron Trial!
#363446    LEX: 750L 

                         $599Exclusive 
Paperback

Favorite Authors 
& Series

The Waterfire Saga: 
Book Three: Dark Tide
The seas are broiling from the 
heat of battle as the epic merfolk 
saga continues.
#360975 

                                  $999

Favorite Authors 
& Series

Exclusive Value- 
Priced Hardcover

Diary of a Wimpy Kid 
(Assorted Titles)
Catch up on Greg 
Heffley’s life! 

$849-$899

Exclusive 
Paperbacks

Allie, First At Last
Is winning top prize  
worth losing a friend? 
#361857    LEX: 660L               

                   $599

Teen Reads

Ghosts of War Two-Book Value 
Pack: AWOL in North Africa / 
Fallen in Fredericksburg
Ghost soldiers are everywhere!  
The team must solve the mysteries 
or become part of the hauntings!
#361580
                   $999

Only at
Scholastic

Teen Reads

Includes
compass!

each

Special Price

Exclusive 
Paperback

Amazing
true story!

YouTube 
channel 

star!

http://scholastic.com/fair
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Exclusive 
Paperback

The Last Kids on Earth 
The Simpsons™ meets The Walking 
Dead in this hilarious post-
apocalyptic illustrated novel. 
#362911
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Favorite Authors 
& Series

Exclusive Value- 
Priced Hardcover

BATMAN, SUPERMAN, WONDER WOMAN and all related characters 
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Go to scholastic.com/summer to join! 
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ISBN 978-0-545-51807-9

O N E  S U M M E R  in the French  
countryside, among sun-kissed fields of  
lavender . . . 

ANOTHER  SUMMER  in upstate  
New York, along familiar roads that lead 
to surprises . . . 

When Summer Everett makes a split-second 
decision, her summer divides into two  
parallel worlds. In one, she travels to France, 
where she’s dreamed of going: a land of  
cafés, handsome boys, and art museums. In 
the other, she remains home, in her ordinary 
suburb, where she expects her ordinary life 
to continue—but nothing is as it seems.

IN bOTH SUMMERS , she will 
fall in love and discover new sides of herself. 
What may break her, though, is a terrible  
family secret—one she can’t hide from  
anywhere. In the end, it might just be the 
truth she needs the most.

From New York Times bestselling author 
Aimee Friedman comes an irresistible,  
inventive novel that takes readers around 
the world and back again, and asks us  
what matters more: the journey or the  
destination.

$17.99 US / $22.99 CAN

New York Times  Bes t sell ing Author
A i m e e  F r i e d m A n

FriedmAn

Point

Point

Aimee FriedmAn  is the New 
York Times bestselling author of Sea Change 
and many other novels for young adults. 
She has also written middle-grade novels  
under the name Ruth Ames. She graduated 
Phi Beta Kappa from Vassar College, and 
has been a children’s book editor ever since. 
Aimee lives, works, and writes in New York  
City, where she spends most of the year 
wishing it were summer. Visit her website at 
www.aimeefriedmanbooks.com and follow 
her on Instagram at @aimeefriedmanbooks.
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“A lovely and whip-smart meditation on love and chance and how 
every choice we make can create a new world of possibility.” 

—Nicola Yoon, bestselling author of Everything, Everything
“romantic and full of charm, taking readers on a journey that 

explores that all-important question: what if?” 
—Jennifer E. Smith, author of The Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight
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DIARY OF A WIMPY KID®, WIMPY KID™, and the Greg  
Heffley design™ are trademarks of Wimpy Kid, Inc. 
All rights reserved.

“Mary Knight is masterful as she weaves a moving and important story  
with gentle humor and huge consequences.” 

—Susan Campbell Bartoletti, Newbery Honor author of Hitler Youth

Saving Wonder
Curley and Jules must fight 
to save the mountain they 
call home.
#358670    LEX: 870L 

$699Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

Heart of a Dolphin
Annie is in danger! Can her 
dolphin friend help her 
when she needs it most?
#361365    LEX: 800L

                  $599

Teen Reads

Choosing Courage: 
Inspiring True Stories 
of What It Means to 
Be a Hero
What turns an ordinary 
person into a hero? 
True courage is easy,
yet very hard!
#363211    LEX: 1150L

$895

No Summit Out of Sight
By the age of 15, Jordan Romero had 
climbed the tallest mountain on each 
of the seven continents.
#362589    LEX: 850L

$799Special Price

Cuckoo Song
Triss is not what she seems. 
Actually, she is … which 
makes it even creepier.
#362728    LEX: 860L 

                         $799Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

The Murk
Botanical terror in the 
swamps with a side order 
of vicious predators!
#363599 

                         $599Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

Serafina and the Black Cloak
A mysterious man in a black 
cloak haunting the estate’s 
corridors. Children disappearing. 
Serafina must face the enemy to 
unlock her past.
#363116    LEX: 850L

                         $699Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

The Haunting of 
Sunshine Girl
When the hauntings 
become dangerous, 
Sunshine must save her 
mother from a deadly fate!
#360767    LEX: 790L 
                        $799Special Price

Favorite Authors 
& Series

Teen Reads Red Queen
Red bloods serve the superhuman 
Silvers. Someone with mixed blood 
is a danger to all.
#360266    LEX: HL740L

$899

For fans of 
The Hunger 

Games!

Exclusive 
Paperback

Ferals
A sinister threat. A city in 
danger. A boy with the power 
to command crows.
#359566    LEX: 670L

                  $699

Kalahari
A silver lion, a deadly virus, 
and an unforgiving desert … 
the perfect formula for terror!
#362593    LEX: HL790L 
                        $799Special Price

Teen Reads

Teen Reads

The Key to Extraordinary
Emma must do whatever 
it takes to fulfill her 
extraordinary destiny.
#361358    LEX: 670L 

$699Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

Teen Reads

Young Adult

Magisterium #2: 
The Copper Gauntlet
Callum’s dad may be out to 
destroy him in this riveting 
sequel to The Iron Trial!
#363446    LEX: 750L 

$599Exclusive 
Paperback

Favorite Authors 
& Series

The Waterfire Saga: 
Book Three: Dark Tide
The seas are broiling from the 
heat of battle as the epic merfolk 
saga continues.
#360975

$999

Favorite Authors 
& Series

Exclusive Value- 
Priced Hardcover

Diary of a Wimpy Kid 
(Assorted Titles)
Catch up on Greg 
Heffley’s life!

$849-$899

Exclusive 
Paperbacks

Allie, First At Last
Is winning top prize 
worth losing a friend? 
#361857    LEX: 660L 

$599

Teen Reads

Ghosts of War Two-Book Value 
Pack: AWOL in North Africa / 
Fallen in Fredericksburg
Ghost soldiers are everywhere!  
The team must solve the mysteries 
or become part of the hauntings!
#361580

$999

Only at
Scholastic

Teen Reads

Includes
compass!

each

Special Price

Exclusive 
Paperback

Amazing
true story!

YouTube 
channel 

star!
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saga continues.
#360975 

                                  $999

Favorite Authors 
& Series

Exclusive Value- 
Priced Hardcover

Diary of a Wimpy Kid 
(Assorted Titles)
Catch up on Greg 
Heffley’s life! 

$849-$899

Exclusive 
Paperbacks

Allie, First At Last
Is winning top prize  
worth losing a friend? 
#361857    LEX: 660L               

                   $599

Teen Reads

Ghosts of War Two-Book Value 
Pack: AWOL in North Africa / 
Fallen in Fredericksburg
Ghost soldiers are everywhere!  
The team must solve the mysteries 
or become part of the hauntings!
#361580
                   $999

Only at
Scholastic

Teen Reads

Includes
compass!

each

Special Price

Exclusive 
Paperback

Amazing
true story!

YouTube 
channel 

star!
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Guinness World Records 
2016: Blockbusters!
Your go-to source for all the records 
behind the year’s smash hits!
#361790                                            
      $1499Favorite Authors 

& Hot Topics

Two Summers 
A summer romance at home? Or a 
life-changing summer in France? 
One phone call will decide.
#362685                                    

                   $799

Teen Reads

A Little in Love
What is the price of true 

friendship? Find out in 
this heartwrenching 

love story that will 
never grow old.

#361579    LEX: HL530L 
$899

Teen Reads

Exclusive 
Paperback

Sit, Stay, Love
Girl meets dog.  Girl meets 
boy.  Much drama ensues.  
#358077    LEX:  720L                    
                   $699Teen Reads

The Possibility of Now
After her major meltdown in class goes viral on 
YouTube, Mara decides to reconsider her future.
#360440 

        $799

Teen Reads

Exclusive 
Paperback

Unfriended
Snubs, mean streaks, jealousy, 
and backstabbing (also known 
as just another day at school).
#361039    LEX: 670L              
                               $899Young Adult

The Secret Language of Sisters
A text message causes a horrible 
accident that leaves Roo trapped 
inside her own body, screaming 
to be heard.
#361260 

          $899

Teen Reads

Exclusive 
Paperback

Poster designs may vary by Fair.

each

Only at
Scholastic

Guinness World Records 
2016: Gamer’s Edition
This best-selling video 
game annual is bursting 
with mind-blowing records 
and tantalizing trivia.
#361770    LEX: 1290L    
             $1499Favorite

Authors & 
Hot Topics

Descendants 
(Assorted Titles)
Watch out Auradon, here come 
the Descendants!       $699 

& Up

Derek Fridolfs Dustin Nguyen

SECRET HERO SOCIETY

DC Comics Secret Hero Society #1: 
Study Hall of Justice
New school, fighting super-villains, 
forming a super hero trio! A lot is 
happening at Ducard Academy.
#356319

                      $699Exclusive 
Paperback

Favorite Authors 
& Hot Topics

Roller Girl
How to survive middle school …  
on wheels! A heartwarming  
graphic novel about friendship 
in tough times.
#362131    LEX: GN440L

          $999Special Price
For fans of 
Smile and 

Sisters Teen Reads

$4.75 each
POSTERSPOSTERS

Ellie’s Story: 
A Dog’s Purpose Novel
Ellie needs to find a way to 
save the people she loves 
best.
#362558    LEX: 620L 

                         $599Exclusive 
Paperback

Teen Reads

© 2016 Scholastic Inc. 12709 Printed in the U.S.A. BF#361975 JC#648772

Exclusive 
Paperback

The Last Kids on Earth 
The Simpsons™ meets The Walking 
Dead in this hilarious post-
apocalyptic illustrated novel. 
#362911

                                 $899

Favorite Authors 
& Series

Exclusive Value- 
Priced Hardcover

BATMAN, SUPERMAN, WONDER WOMAN and all related characters 
and elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics. (s16)

Summer fun begins on May 9!
Go to scholastic.com/summer to join! 

Help break a world record.
Log your reading minutes online!

Play games. Earn rewards.
Be a reading superhero!

Help break a world record.
Log your reading minutes online!

Play games. Earn rewards.
Be a reading superhero!

780545 5180799

51799E
A
N

ISBN 978-0-545-51807-9

O N E  S U M M E R  in the French  
countryside, among sun-kissed fields of  
lavender . . . 

ANOTHER  SUMMER  in upstate  
New York, along familiar roads that lead 
to surprises . . . 

When Summer Everett makes a split-second 
decision, her summer divides into two  
parallel worlds. In one, she travels to France, 
where she’s dreamed of going: a land of  
cafés, handsome boys, and art museums. In 
the other, she remains home, in her ordinary 
suburb, where she expects her ordinary life 
to continue—but nothing is as it seems.

IN bOTH SUMMERS , she will 
fall in love and discover new sides of herself. 
What may break her, though, is a terrible  
family secret—one she can’t hide from  
anywhere. In the end, it might just be the 
truth she needs the most.

From New York Times bestselling author 
Aimee Friedman comes an irresistible,  
inventive novel that takes readers around 
the world and back again, and asks us  
what matters more: the journey or the  
destination.

$17.99 US / $22.99 CAN

New York Times  Bes t sell ing Author
A i m e e  F r i e d m A n

FriedmAn

Point

Point

Aimee FriedmAn  is the New 
York Times bestselling author of Sea Change 
and many other novels for young adults. 
She has also written middle-grade novels  
under the name Ruth Ames. She graduated 
Phi Beta Kappa from Vassar College, and 
has been a children’s book editor ever since. 
Aimee lives, works, and writes in New York  
City, where she spends most of the year 
wishing it were summer. Visit her website at 
www.aimeefriedmanbooks.com and follow 
her on Instagram at @aimeefriedmanbooks.

www.thisisteen.com
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“A lovely and whip-smart meditation on love and chance and how 
every choice we make can create a new world of possibility.” 

—Nicola Yoon, bestselling author of Everything, Everything
“romantic and full of charm, taking readers on a journey that 

explores that all-important question: what if?” 
—Jennifer E. Smith, author of The Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight
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